COMPANION ANIMAL BREEDING PRACTICES IN NEW SOUTH WALES

Name: Name Suppressed
Date Received: 19/06/2015
Dear Madam/Sir,

Please include my late submission for changes to the Companion Breeding Practice in Australia.

Fundamentally all animal practices have to be dramatically overhauled if the Australian public is to have any faith and respect for the guardianship principles that are needed for animal protection.

(I needn't mention the utter shock and disbelief that has crashed the belief that Australians in general are a decent trustworthy race of people when the Greyhound industry was revealed to be filled with people who endorse the degradation and unspeakable cruelty of all its animals - and they've got away with it for 100 yrs; the puppy/kitten farming industry, the live export trade, also many abattoirs - the revelations have been consistent and relentless.)

The only conclusion to draw is that 90% of people in the animal breeding/farming industry are evil.

They can never and must never again be trusted.

Changes should include:

1. Far more power for the RSPCA.

2. A body to be set up as a single place of licencing for all animals used in pet shops.

3. Only selected breeders allowed to supply animals to pet shops. Authority to close down pet shops that dont source animals from selected breeders.

4. Breeders to be inspected regularly without notification.
5, No animal to be sold at Farmers markets or organic markets. How could anyone allow such a fate.

Thank you,